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Abstract

For believable character animation, skin deformation should communicate important deformation effects due to
underlying muscle movement. Anatomical models that capture these effects are typically constructed from the in-
side out. Internal tissue is modeled by hand and a surface skin is attached to, or generated from, the internal
structure. This paper presents an outside–in approach to anatomical modeling, in which we generate musculature
from a predefined structure, which we conform to an artist–sculpted skin surface. Motivated by interactive appli-
cations, we attach the musculature to an existing control skeleton and apply a novel geometric deformation model
to deform the skin surface to capture important muscle motion effects. Musculoskeletal structure can be stored as
a template and applied to new character models. We illustrate the methodology, as integrated into a commercial
character animation system, with examples driven by both keyframe animation and recorded motion data.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Character modeling,
Geometric deformation

1. Introduction

In the process of character rigging, setting up models of skin
deformation driven by the articulation of a control skele-
ton has become widespread practice [CHP89]. However,
defining this deformation remains an extremely complex
and time–consuming task. Animated characters for high–
end film production require the explicit modeling of inter-
nal musculature to create believable deformation response.
This musculature is typically constructed by hand to fit to
character surface models carefully crafted by artists. Unfor-
tunately, the expense of the approach, in terms of both com-
putation and character construction, has precluded its adop-
tion for most interactive applications. Instead, skinning algo-
rithms are commonly used to define surface skin deforma-
tion as per–vertex weighted combination of control skeleton
joint transformations. A neutral rest pose is used to initial-
ize these per–vertex weight values. While the approach has
many displeasing artifacts [LCF00] and can not capture ef-
fects of muscle deformation, it remains in widespread use
due to its efficiency and the complete control it allows.

Given an internal anatomical model, the deformation of
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muscle, tissue, and skin can be computed through physi-
cal simulation to achieve detailed, realisitic motion [CZ92,
TBHF03, TSB∗04]. However, the computational expense
and lack of direct control over the resulting skin deforma-
tion have precluded its adoption for character animation. In-
stead, geometric deformation approaches remain commonly
used [SPCM97, WG97], as they allow for more direct ani-
mator control.

This paper presents a new outside–in approach to model-
ing musculature that, given a rest pose surface skin and con-
trol skeleton, constructs and adapts an anatomical structure
to the given skin. The approach is general, in that it can be
used with an arbitrary muscle deformation model. Change
in muscle shape can be tied to change in skin shape using
most existing approaches, including physical simulation or
geometric deformation. As we are interested in simplifying
the process of adding muscle–like deformations to charac-
ters for interactive applications, we illustrate the technique
with a procedural model for muscle deformation [SPCM97]
and a novel and powerful geometric model to map change in
muscle shape to skin deformation.
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(a) Smooth skinning. (b) Anatomic deformation. (c) Underlying musculature.

Figure 1: Comparison of our interactive anatomic approach to smooth skinning alone, for a raised arm. In particular, note the
accented bulge of the deforming bicep.

1.1. Our Approach

We begin with with an artist–sculpted character skin model
and control skeleton (Figure 2a). The user can then fit any
number of opposable muscle pairs to the bones of the control
skeleton. Algorithmically, we do this by partitioning a mesh
representation of the surface into regions, each correspond-
ing to a bone using a number of heuristics (Section 3.1). For
each region, the user specifies a partitioning plane for the
muscle pair, which we use to fit two ellipsoidal muscles and
connecting tendons (Section 3.2). The user can customize
the connections and sizes of the muscles and tendons, and
these parameters can be saved to a musculoskeletal template
file for reapplication to new characters. Thus, an entire mus-
culature can be quickly applied to appropriate new charac-
ters. After generating the muscles and tendons, the geometry
of the muscles is reshaped to conform to the local surface of
the character. The user can also edit the final shapes. Fig-
ure 2b shows the musculature generated to conform to the
given character skin.

Given this generated musculature, we can apply any mus-
cle deformation method, as well as any skin deformation
technique that responds to changes in muscle shape. To ad-
dress interactive applications and situations where an ani-
mator has direct control, we consider geometric deformation
models. We consider two approaches for modeling change in
muscle shape. First, if the original character has only been
sculpted in a single pose, we use an extension of the vol-
ume preserving deformation technique described by Scheep-
ers and colleagues [SPCM97] to change the muscle shape as
the control skeleton is manipulated. Alternately, if multiple
poses of the character have been sculpted, we generate the
musculature for each pose and use sparse data interpolation
to deform the muscle shape. Given either model of muscle
deformation, we map the change in shape to the character
skin using a new geometric deformation model that provides
an animator with a number of intuitive controls to customize

the final skin appearance (Section 4.2), as shown in Fig-
ure 2c.

Figure 1 compares our approach to a typical vertex–
weighted transformation skinning solution (Figure 1a). The
results of using our approach on the shoulder, upper arm,
and lower arm are shown in Figure 1b. Figure 1c shows the
underlying musculature deformed using our volume preser-
vation technique. In particular, note the bulging of the bicep
apparent in our solution, while the upper arm retains an un-
natural rested appearance with the vertex–weighted skinning
solution.

2. Related Work

Purely geometric approaches for deforming a character skin
surface from skeletal articulation remain, by far, the most
commonly used for interactive applications. In general, ver-
tex deformations are constructed as a weighted blend of
skeletal joint transformations (See [LCF00]). Vertex weights
are determined by proximity to skeletal segments for a given
rest pose. This approach produces smooth deformation, but
the results appear closer to a flexed pipe than to deforming
tissue. Indirect deformation models drive skin deformation
using various functions, which are in turn driven by skeletal
articulation [CHP89, MT97, SK00]. Typically, some varia-
tion of a free–form deformation lattice [SP86] is attached to
the skeleton to define the deformation as a spatial embed-
ding. Recently, example–based approaches have gained in
popularity [LCF00, KJP02, WP02, ACP02, MG03]. The sur-
face skin is sculpted in various poses, and deformation is
defined as sparse data interpolation [ACP02, LCF00] or by
fitting to parameters of an efficient model [MG03]. While
these approaches are simple and efficient and provide di-
rect animator control, they do not easily capture important
nuances of realistic motion, especially effects of muscular
deformation.
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(a) Input skeleton and skin. (b) Fitted template musculature. (c) Anatomic deformation resulting
from character articulation.

Figure 2: Modeling of anatomic structure and the resulting effect on a posed character.

Direct physically–based approaches tie the surface skin
to the control skeleton, often with an internal volumet-
ric mesh, and simulate dynamics to determine skin defor-
mation [CGC∗02, LTW95, JP02]. Dynamic models include
damped mass–spring systems [LTW95], finite element mod-
els [GTT89, CGC∗02], and modal analysis [JP02]. Physical
simulation systems are not popular in commercial animation
production, as they do not provide an animator with direct,
intuitive, and keyframe–precise control over skin appear-
ance. Hybrid approaches that overlay simulated secondary
motion (e.g. hair, clothing) onto purely geometric character
models have proven to be the most effective.

Anatomical models explicitly model internal structure
to capture important effects such as muscle bulges that
result from joint articulation. Early comprehensive sys-
tems [SPCM97,Wil97,WG97] geometrically deform muscle
models, from which an external skin is generated. Schneider
and Wilhelms [SW98] adapted their deformation approach
to use artist–sculpted character surfaces, although anatomi-
cal structure had to be explicitly modeled to fit the surface.
More recent systems [KHYS02, SWG02, KHS03, AHS03]
conform a set internal musculature to provide animation
controls. In contrast, we construct and adapt an arbitrary in-
ternal structure to a given character skin. Simulation mod-
els for muscle [CZ92, TBHF03, TSB∗04] capture more de-
tailed nuances of realistic large–scale muscle motion, al-
though their computational complexity and lack of direct
control have precluded their widespread adoption for ani-
mation.

3. Muscle Generation

To generate muscles for a given character skin and skeleton,
we follow a two–stage process. First, we partition a mesh

representation of the surface skin into regions correspond-
ing to areas of muscle influence, and we create initial ellip-
soidal muscles, which are attached to the control skeleton by
tendons. Users can then refine the precise layout of the gen-
erated muscle primitives. Such customizations can be saved
to a musculoskeletal template file for reapplication to new
character skins. After the positions of the initial ellipsoidal
muscles have been generated, we modify the muscle geom-
etry to better conform to the artist–sculpted character skin.

3.1. Skin Segmentation

To fit ellipsoids to the character skin, we segment the surface
mesh into regions, typically corresponding to expected mus-
cle pairs, one region per pair. Muscles lie along bones, rather
than joints; therefore, we segment based on proximity to the
“bones” of the control skeleton, which geometrically corre-
spond to line segments. For each vertex, we initially assign it
to the region corresponding to the bone whose line segment
has minimal distance.

Proximity segmentation alone has a number of limita-
tions. First, the sparse, simplified nature of control skeletons
results in many points being incorrectly assigned. For exam-
ple, torso vertices of a character mesh in the common “da
Vinci” pose are often assigned to arm regions. To compen-
sate for this effect, we also require the vertex to pass a sur-
face normal direction test to be assigned to a bone. In partic-
ular, we require that the surface normal point away from the
vertex’s closest point along the line of the bone. For a given
vertex p, surface normal n, and projection onto the bone p′,
the acceptance test is n · (p−p′) ≥ 0. By incorporating this
test, each vertex is assigned to the region corresponding to
the closest bone, such that the corresponding surface normal
points away from the bone.
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Character surfaces with high–frequency geometry are also
problematic. In particular, small details in regions of the
nose and ears cause some surface normals to point inward,
which causes inappropriate rejections. To alleviate this prob-
lem, rather than using the true surface normals, we use
a low–frequency copy of the normals by applying Lapla-
cian smoothing. For a given surface normal n and one–ring
neighborhood N, the cached low–frequency normal n′ is
computed as follows:

n′ = (1−λ)n+λ

(
∑i∈N ni

||∑i∈N ni||

)
We iterate this smoothing pass a number of times to remove
an appropriate level of detail. We provide the parameter λ

to control the degree of normal smoothing. For the human–
like models of the density we use (about 10,000 vertices),
we have found 25 iterations with λ = 1 to work well. Users
can optionally adjust these parameters to interactively obtain
a good segmentation. Figure 4a illustrates a skin segmenta-
tion.

3.2. Ellipsoidal Muscle Fitting

After segmenting the mesh, we generate an elliptical muscle
pair for each desired region. Users can create such pairs—
or a single muscle–and then customize the muscle attach-
ment. Parameters for such edits can also be read from a
file to generate fully customized musculature rigs (described
below). Each muscle’s attachment is described by the tu-
ple {a, i, i′,o,o′,pi,hi′ ,po,ho′}. a ... o′ are indices into the
transformations of the control skeleton, and pi ... ho′ are
points in the local space of the transformations with cor-
responding indices. We use four points to model muscle
operation—the origin and insertion points po and pi, and in-
termediate hinge points hi′ and ho′ . These hinge points allow
tendons to be defined as piecewise linear curves to concep-
tually model the wrapping of tendons around bone without
having to explicitly model skeletal shape. a is the index of
the transformation whose bone segment corresponds to the
region to which the muscle is fit. This model is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Before fitting ellipsoid muscles, we optionally partition
the region into two sub–regions to generate a muscle pair.
The normal vector θ defines a partitioning plane through the
center of the bone segment, which we use to partition the
region. We have developed a tool that allows users to inter-
actively specify this orientation by rotating a plane, as illus-
trated in Figure 4b.

For each region (or sub–region), we calculate the mean µ
and covariance matrix Σ of the points. We perform singu-
lar value decomposition on Σ, and use the eigenvectors to
align the axes of the ellipsoid. The square roots of the corre-
sponding eigenvalues correspond to the half–lengths of the
ellipsoid axes and thus map to the scaling components of the
ellipsoid’s transformation. Theoretically, this approach fits

p0 h0

p1
h1

Figure 3: Geometric structure of a generated muscle.

the ellipsoid well, as it corresponds to aligning a Gaussian
distribution in space such that random samples would best
explain the vertex locations. Figure 4c shows an example of
best–fit ellipsoidal muscles.

3.3. Tendon Attachment and Muscle Shaping

Before reshaping the muscle, we create insertion and origin
points and corresponding hinge points. By default, the inser-
tion and origin lie at the endpoints of the bone segment and
the hinge points lie at the endpoints of the major axis. These
can be interactively repositioned by the user or read from
a template file. Fixed–length tendons are generated through
the piecewise linear path from the origin/insertion, through
the hinges, and connecting to the major axis endpoints.

Given the ellipsoidal muscles, we adapt their shape to con-
form to the character skin, allowing us to capture the defor-
mation of underlying tissue. To do this, we inflate the el-
lipsoid toward, but not past, the skin surface, relative to the
major axis. For an ellipsoid vertex p and corresponding pro-
jection to the major axis p′, we find the intersection point
pi with the character skin, along the ray p − p′. To pro-
duce smooth muscle geometry, we exponentially attenuate
this sculpting along the major axis. For a normalized dis-
tance d of p′ from the major axis origin to the major axis
endpoint, the final reshaped point pr is as follows:

pr = p′+
(

1− e(d−1)ν
)

(pi −p′)

The parameter ν allows users to adjust the amount of atten-
uation.

When sculpting opposable muscle pairs, we additionally
attenuate the sculpting about the radius of the major axis of
the ellipsoid. If the ellipsoid–shaping ray points away from
the partitioning plane surface, we make no adjustment. If it
points toward the plane, we attenuate by |(p−p′) · θ|. Fig-
ure 4d shows a reshaped muscle with tendon attachments.
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(a) Surface segmentation. (b) Muscle pair partitioning
planes.

(c) Best–fit ellipsoidal mus-
cles.

(d) Conformed muscles.

Figure 4: Muscle generation workflow. The character skin is first partitioned into regions corresponding to desired muscles (a).
Each region is optionally partitioned to produce opposable muscle pairs by positioning partitioning planes (b). Ellipsoids are
then fit to each region to create initial muscle geometry (c). The ellipsoidal muscles are then reshaped to better represent the
internal tissue of the character skin, and tendons are created to attach the muscles to the bones (d).

3.4. Musculoskeletal Templates

To assist the process of musculature creation, we allow users
to store rigs with customizations in musculoskeletal template
files. A template file contains parameters for a set of mus-
cles and connection information for a labeled control skele-
ton. Users can save local customizations applied to a set of
muscles or an entire musculoskeletal structure that can then
be reapplied to new characters. Typically, such templates are
authored once and reused for a set of characters with varying
shape but similar body structure. For each muscle or mus-
cle pair, we store values for all transformation indices of
the muscle (as labels to skeletal transformations), as well as
optional positions of the origin, insertion, and hinge points.
Since we adapt muscle geometry to the shapes of individual
character skins, templates define only the muscle arrange-
ment and attachment, and we do not store explicit geometry.
Figure 5 shows an example musculoskeletal template for a
single muscle pair.

4. Deformation Models

Given a generated musculature, we can apply any model
we wish to deform the muscles in response to the control
skeleton—and in turn the skin, in response to the muscles.
We choose to use geometric deformation models, as this pro-
vides direct animator control and allows the model to be used
for interactive applications.

4.1. Muscle Deformation

We consider two approaches to deforming muscles in re-
sponse to the control skeleton. First, we use a volume–
preserving approach based on the work of Scheepers and
colleagues [SPCM97]. Second, should an artist wish to

<boneMusclePair>
<bone>

<parentJoint>shoulder</parentJoint>
<childJoint>elbow</childJoint>

</bone>
<muscle pairId="0" type="upper">

<name>bicepsBrachii</name>
<origin>
<parentJoint>clavicle</parentJoint>
<position type="absolute"
x="-0.42" y="0.04" z="-1.82>
</position>

</origin>
<oHinge>
...

</oHinge>
</muscle>
<muscle pairId="0" type="lower">
...

</muscle>
</boneMusclePair>

Figure 5: Example musculoskeletal template file. One mus-
cle pair is defined, and for each tendon attachment point, a
space and position is given. Repetitive content is omitted for
brevity.

sculpt a character skin in multiple poses, we allow them to
generate or modify the musculature for any number of indi-
vidual poses; we interpolate the generated muscles of each
pose to deform the final muscle.

Procedural Deformation

We base our first muscle deformation model on ellipsoidal
volume preservation. First, we constrain tendon length to
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remain constant, regardless of attachment point configura-
tion. To compensate for the change in overall length of mus-
cles and tendons, we scale the muscle geometry such that
tendon length is invariant. To create convincing muscle de-
formation, we preserve the volume of the underlying ellip-
soid, and map the change in scale to the reshaped muscle.
See [SPCM97] for details on volume preservation. We ex-
tend this deformation to take into account the state of fitness
of the character. Users adjust a tone parameter, in the range
[0,1], to attenuate the change in scale. Thus, physically fit
characters who would have high muscle tone have fully de-
forming muscle. Less fit characters will have lesser change
in muscle shape, modeling the tendency of other intermedi-
ate tissue to not contract as muscle tissue does.

Pose-Based Deformation

As an alternative approach, we allow multiple sculpted
poses and create corresponding muscles for each. We then
combine the muscles of each pose into a shape interpola-
tion model. Given the various sculpted poses, scattered data
interpolation [LCF00] provides intermediate muscle shapes,
based on new skeletal poses. For the case of a muscle at-
tached to a single degree-of-freedom joint, we instead map
the shapes to values of the single parameter, and interpo-
late between neighboring shapes to continuously deform the
muscle.

4.2. Skin Deformation

To geometrically model skin deformation, we have designed
a powerful ellipsoid–based deformation model that allows
deforming and moving muscle shapes to drive the deforma-
tion of nearby skin geometry. All deformation is radial, rela-
tive to the center of the local space of the ellipse (in which it
is a unit sphere at the origin). This is important, as it allows
for efficient computation. Thus, all deformation occurs along
the vector E−1p−0 for an ellipsoidal transformation matrix
E and vertex p. Deformed points are returned to world space
after deformation in the ellipsoid’s space.

After deforming points in local space, we return them to
world space in one of three ways. First, we can return points
to world space using the same transformation matrix E. Sec-
ond, we can smoothly transition between E and the transfor-
mation of an accessory copy of the ellipse, E2. We refer to
this as the stretch option, as it allows the user to move the
accessory ellipse to “pull” the surface around, relative to the
original ellipse. In terms of muscle deformation, this allows
us to deform the character skin relative to the ellipsoid’s rest
pose position. We also allow more complex stretching paths
to be specified with a parametric curve; we refer to this as
the trajectory option. Finally, we can accommodate arbitrary
star–shaped deformation objects to allow for general muscle
shapes.

sticky
hard

drop-off
unit sphere

1+(1-s)d 

1+d

1+hd

Figure 6: Shells of the skin deformation model.

4.2.1. Basic Deformation

The deformation model consists of a number of shells in the
local space of the deformer, as illustrated in Figure 6. First,
a sticky shell determines a layer toward which all points de-
form. Second, a hard shell of radius 1+dh (outside the unit
sphere) and an outer drop–off shell of radius 1 + d define
an attenuation region for the deformation. Points within the
unit sphere undergo full deformation, and those outside the
drop–off shell undergo no deformation. The user can adjust
the shell radii through the more intuitive user parameters of
drop–off (d), stickiness (s), and hardness (h) to achieve dif-
ferent qualities of deformation. We define the sticky shell
radius relative to the drop-off shell as 1 +(1− s)d. We also
provide an overall attenuation scalar w and a per–vertex at-
tenuation scalar wi.

For a given vertex pl = E−1p at radius r in local space,
let s be its projection onto the sticky shell. Given a fall-off
function f (x) that varies smoothly from one to zero over
the domain [0,1], we define a piecewise continuous attenua-
tion function β(r). If r > 1 + d (beyond the drop–off shell),
β(r) = 0. If r < 1+hd (within the hard shell), then β(r) = 1.
In the intermediate region, β(r) = f ( r−(1+hd)

(1−h)d ), resulting in
a smooth attenuation. For the fall-off function, we require it
to be tangent continuous; we use f (x) = (1− x2)2. Taking
these terms into account, the local space deformation is as
follows:

p′l = wwiβ(r)||s−pl ||
pl

||pl ||

For basic deformation, the final world space point is p′ =
Epl . For multiple deformations, we duplicate all parameters
and apply shape changes in series.

Example edits of the deformation parameters are demon-
strated in Figure 7. Given the rest state of the deformer, the
surface deforms to lie on the sticky shell, in red (7a). De-
creasing stickiness to zero expands the sticky shell to the
drop–off shell, in green (7b). Increasing stickiness to one
collapses the sticky shell down to the unit sphere, blue (7c).
Increasing the drop-off parameter increases the size of the
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(a) Rest state of the deformer. (b) Setting sticky to zero. (c) Setting sticky to one.

(d) Setting drop–off to 1.5 (e) Setting w to 0.5

Figure 7: Modifying deformation parameters.

attenuation region (7d). Reducing w attenuates all deforma-
tion(7e).

4.3. Stretch Deformation

To model stretching, we blend between the world space
transformations of the rest position ellipse and the acces-
sory ellipse. We transform the world space point to the lo-
cal space of the rest ellipse and deform in the local space
as described above. Rather than returning the point to world
space through E, we use an interpolation between E and E2.
We define this interpolation as a piecewise continuous fall–
off function α(r) from the unit sphere to the drop–off shell
in local space. If r < 1, then points transform to world space
via the accessory ellipsoid’s transformation, and α(r) = 1. If
r > 1 + d, then points transform to world space via the rest
position ellipsoid’s transform, and α(r) = 0. In the transition
region, we use the same drop–off function as was used to at-
tenuate the deformation, and α(r) = f ( r−1

d ). The resulting
transformation to world space is as follows:

p′ = Epl +α(r)l(E2pl −Epl)

The exponent l is presented to the user as a slippage parame-
ter, which can be adjusted to empirically capture the appear-

ance of flesh sliding over underlying tissue. We illustrate the
use of this technique in Figure 8a.

4.3.1. Trajectory Deformation

To generalize the stretch deformation to follow an arbitrary
parametric curve between the ellipsoid centers, we find an
intermediate point along the curve, as well as an intermedi-
ate vector from the center of the ellipsoids to the world space
points. Without loss of generality, let the curve c(u) be pa-
rameterized such that u ∈ [0,1], where c(0) corresponds to
the origin of the rest position ellipsoid, and c(1) corresponds
to the rest position of the accessory ellipsoid. The resulting
world space transformation is now as follows:

p′ = c(α(r)l)+α(r)l(E2pl−E20)+(1−α(r)l)∗(Epl−E0)

Note that we interpolate vectors rather than points. Also, we
clamp α(r) such that α(r) ∈ [0,1]. The trajectory option is
shown in Figure 8b.

4.3.2. Arbitrary Deformation Shapes

To generalize to arbitrary deformation shapes, such as our re-
shaped muscles, it is necessary to adapt the deformer to han-
dle such shapes. We augment it to support star-shaped ob-
jects by precomputing per-vertex local space displacements
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(a) Stretch deformation. (b) Trajectory deformation. (c) Deformation from a non-
ellipsoid shape.

Figure 8: Deformation options.

from the unit sphere of the ellipsoidal deformer. Given an
arbitrary shape, we first generate a best-fit ellipsoid as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. We then compute the displacements
to represent the given shape. Displacements are calculated
from the furthest ray-shape intersections for a spherically
parametrized sampling of rays, and these are interpolated
over the surface of the sphere. When determining a skin
point’s deformation, we offset the deformation by the in-
terpolated displacement, attenuated appropriately. Figure 8c
demonstrates the use of a non–elliptical deforming object.

5. Results

We have tested our system with a number of examples. Fig-
ure 9 shows a comparison between our anatomic approach
and smooth skinning. In Figure 9a, we show the results of
smooth skinning, and in Figure 9b, we show our results.
Figure 9c shows the underlying musculature. Figure 10
compares our approach for a number of other examples. The
top row illustrates our technique, and smooth skinning alone
is shown on the bottom. For each of these examples, note
the effects of muscle bulging produced by our system, while
smooth skinning alone produces an incorrect relaxed appear-
ance. Refer to the accompanying video for further illustra-
tion.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a comprehensive system for automati-
cally rigging and skinning characters to produce effective
muscle deformation for interactive applications. Our ap-
proach to storing parameters of musculoskeletal structure in
a template allows us to load and apply customized muscle
systems to other artist–sculpted character skins. We have de-
scribed an approach to constructing muscle geometry that
conforms to the skin shape, to adapt to the sculpted muscu-
lature effects. Given a constructed muscle system, we pro-
vide two mechanisms that procedurally deform the muscles

in a useful way. First, we incorporate volume preservation
and a fitness model to procedurally deform muscle geome-
try using changes in skeletal structure. Second, we have de-
scribed how multiple sculpted poses can be used to interpo-
late among muscle shapes as a skeleton changes.

In future work, we intend to investigate the extension of
our system to more complex musculoskeletal models and ge-
ometric deformation approaches. The approach could be ex-
tended to allow arbitrary muscle shapes to be fit to a pre-
existing character skin, and knowledge of bone geometry
could be used to create more realistic muscle shapes. Finally,
we plan to investigate methods by which physical simulation
models might be adapted to conform to desired pose shapes.
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